MM 92-515

This source stated the events of the 11th and 12th race are not counted and in case of a dead heat or disqualification in any dog race, this race is not counted in totalling the figures (Miami 92-1045).

MM 509-C-TE advised that HARRIS LEVENSON, JR. is no longer bookmaking but is bankrolling bolita operations in the Miami area.
URGENT 11-28-63 1-12 AM EST PJR
TO DIRECTOR AND SAC, CHICAGO
FROM SAC, MIAMI

CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, LOS ANGELES DIVISION.

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO BUREAU TWENTY-SIX LAST ADVISING
OF POSSIBLE MEETING AND PARTY THANKSGIVING NEXT OF HOODLUMS,
MOSTLY FROM CHICAGO.

PCI DAVID A. RUSSELL ADVISED TODAY LESLIE EARL KRUSE MET
WITH RUSSELL-S FATHER NIGHT OF TWENTYTHREE LAST AT MIAMI. PCI
OF OPINION KRUSE INTENDED TO RETURN TO CHICAGO FOR THANKSGIVING.

CHICAGO VERIFY PRESENCE OF KRUSE AND ADVISE.

LOS ANGELES ADVISED AIRMAIL.
END AND ACK PLs
WA 1-13 AM OK FBI WA JR
CG 12-14 OK FBI CG AAA
TU SICS NKLSTVVRZ

61-9-29-749
11 DEC 9 1963

59 DEC 11 1963